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Introduction & Map
镇江简介&地图

of ZHENJIANG

Zhenjiang is a southern Jiangsu city that sits on the southern shore of the
Yangtze River. The place is featured in Chinese legend 'The Legend of the
White Snake'. A large number of precious stone stelae could be found here.
Jinshan, Jiaoshan and Beigushan mountains, or the 'Three Peaks of Jingkou',
are popular attractions in the city.
Zhenjiang's very unique food culture is represented by three unusual food
- vinegar that cannot go bad over time, pork trotter aspic which is eaten
during tea time, and noodles that are cooked along with a pot lid.
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Pilgrims

Jinshan Mountain
Named as one of the 'Three Peaks of Jingkou' together with
Jiaoshan mountain and Beigushan mountain, visitors usually visit
Jinshan mountain to experience the ambience and story background
depicted in the 'White Snake Folklore'. Jinshan Temple is built at the
mountainside, ascending to the mountaintop, featuring a unique
mountain view.

Beigushan Mountain
HUAI'AN

Situated at the edge of Yangtze River, overlooking the entire river.
This is where the well-known Ganlu Temple located, and also where the
legendary warlord Liu Bei met his wife. Other than that, there are many
spots associated with the history of Three Kingdoms. A famous scholar
from Southern Song dynasty once left his famous quote about
parenthood with a reference on the Three Kingdoms tale here.
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Food & Beverage

INFO

饮食文化

实用
信息

Zhenjiang is famous of its flavourful vinegar, savoury meat, and chewy
noodles. These are the favourite servings on the dining table that the citizens
love most, especially the Zhenjiang noodles namely 'Pot Cover Noodles',
which is voted as one of the 'Top 10 Noodles in China'.
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VISA
Singaporean passport holders
enjoy 15-day stay in China without visa,
whereas Malaysian passport holders
will have to apply for tourist visa.

Voltage
Flights
Singapore/Kuala Lumpur ---> Zhenjiang:
There is no direct flight to Zhenjiang. You will have to
take flight to Shanghai or Wuxi, from which you can take a
train or bus to Zhenjiang.

Voltage power is 220V,
50Hz. Recommended to
bring along plug convertor.

Source gh_9aebc8797aaf

Currency
Source: www.jstour.com

Weather Condition
Seasons Suitable for Tourists Sightseeing:
The average temperature in spring (April to May) and
autumn (mid-September to mid-November) is 14.9°C and
16.4°C respectively.
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Other Seasons:
Summer (June to mid-September) more humid than
Singapore and Malaysia, accompanied with raining
season; Winter (mid-November to end of March) with
average temperature around 3.0℃, please keep warm.

Renminbi (RMB)
1RMB ≈ 0.20SGD ≈ 0.60MYR

* Please refer real-time currency exchange rate.

Essential Apps
Transport

Baidu Map

Didi-Rider

Lifestyle

Dianping

Time Difference
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Singapore and Malaysia are within
the same time zone (GMT+8) with China.

Ticket Bookings for
ﬂights / train ride /
accommodation

Trip.com
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